proposed SD approach is robust to the interference of a competing speaker even under low target-to-masker ratio (TMR) conditions.
While DNN-HMM has become a mainstream method for speech recognition, the performance of ASR systems under adverse acoustic environments is still far from being satisfactory. In BAuxiliary Features from Laser-Doppler Vibrometer Sensor for Deep Neural Network Based Robust Speech Recognition^(https://doi.org/10.1007/s11265-017-1287-x), Sun et al. proposed using a laser-doppler vibrometer (LDV) sensor augmented with a conventional microphones for robust speech recognition. Unlike the conventional approach where the LDV signals were used mainly for voice activity detection, the authors extracted features from LDV signals. To address the problem of scarcity of LDV training data, a regression DNN was trained by using stereo data to map the conventional acoustic features to the LDV features. The resulting pseudo-LDV features were then concatenated with the acoustic features for training DNN acoustic models. It was shown that the proposed acoustic models lead to better performance under both quiet and noisy environments.
Accents in Mandarin speech are regional and diverse, which is one of the key factors leading to poor ASR performance. To address this problem, in BCTC Regularized Model Adaptation for Improving LSTM RNN Based Multi-Accent Mandarin Speech Recognition^(https://doi.org/10.1007/s11265-017-1291-1), Wen et al. proposed a novel regularization method to adapt the output layer of an accent-independent LSTM-RNN acoustic model trained with a CTC loss function for matching multiple target accents. To avoid overfitting, a regularization term is added to the original training criterion. This term makes the conditional probability distribution estimated from the adapted model be close to the accent independent model. Results showed that the accent-dependent acoustic models outperform the accent-independent one and that the regularized adaptation method outperforms other adaptation methods.
Decoding speed is another important performance consideration when deploying an ASR system. In the paper BImproving the Decoding Efficiency of Deep Neural Network Acoustic Models by Cluster-Based Senone Selection^(https://doi.org/ 10.1007/s11265-017-1288-9), Liu et al. proposed a clusterbased senone selection method to speed up the computation of deep neural networks (DNN) at the decoding stage. Inspired by the mixture selection method designed for the Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-based acoustic models, only a subset of the senones at the output layer of DNNs are selected for calculating the posterior probabilities. Experimental results showed that the DNN parameters could be reduced significantly and the recognition speed could be accelerated with negligible performance loss.
End-to-end neural network speech recognition is recently a hot topic which concerns the further simplification of traditional pipeline-based ASR systems. The connectionist temporal classification (CTC) approach has been introduced to directly map the speech input frames into an output label sequence, instead of cross entropy (CE) based frame-by-frame labeling. The CTC approach is yet subject to a mismatch: the training criterion being log likelihood, while the test criterion being the word error rate. In the paper BLattice Based Transcription Loss for End-to-End Speech Recognition( https://doi.org/10.1007/s11265-017-1292-0), Kang et al. introduced a new lattice based transcription loss function to address this discrepancy. Experimental results demonstrate noticeable error rate reduction as compared with the conventional CTC criterion.
Speech Synthesis
Speech synthesis technologies have also experienced revolutionary changes by deep learning, which result in continuously improved speech quality, naturalness and controllability. In BImproving Deep Neural Network Based Speech Synthesis through Contextual Feature Parametrization and Multi-Task Learning^(https://doi.org/10.1007/s11265-017-1293-z), Wen et al. presented three techniques to improve DNN based statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS). At the input level, real-valued contextual feature vectors are used instead of the conventional binary vectors; at the output level, parameters for pitch-scaled spectrum and aperiodicity measures are estimated for constructing the excitation signal used in the vocoder. Moreover, a bidirectional recurrent neural network architecture with long short term memory (BLSTM) units is adopted and trained following the multi-task learning (MTL) approach. Experiments demonstrate improved quality of synthesized speech when using the proposed techniques.
Improving the expressivity of the synthesized speech is one of the major challenging goals in speech synthesis research. Most existing systems can generate good speech only in reading style. To improve the expressiveness of synthetized speech, in BInvestigating Deep Neural Network Adaptation for Generating Exclamatory and Interrogative Speech in Mandarin^(https://doi.org/10.1007/s11265-017-1290-2), Zheng et al. proposed the use of multi-style deep neural network-based acoustic model to synthesize exclamatory and interrogative speech for Mandarin Chinese. In the proposed model, a style-specific layer is used to model the distinct style-specific patterns and the shared layers allow maximum knowledge sharing between declarative and multi-style speech. Experimental results showed superior performance of the proposed multi-style network in generating exclamatory and interrogative speech.
Previous studies have shown that the combination of the SPSS and the unit selection approaches may lead to more natural speech. In BUnit Selection Speech Synthesis Using Frame-Sized Speech Segments and Neural Network Based Acoustic Models^, Ling et al. proposed a DNN-based unit selection approach which uses frame-sized speech segment as the concatenation unit. Specifically, three DNNs are adopted to calculate the target costs and the concatenation costs. Moreover, LSTM-RNNs are used for better acoustic modeling and a strategy of using multi-frame instead of single frame as the basic unit for selection is also presented to reduce the concatenation points in synthetic speech. The proposed approach was shown to produce more natural speech than the hidden Markov model (HMM)-based frame selection approach and the HMM-based SPSS approach.
Speech Meta-Data Analysis
Human speech is definitely rich in content. Various types of metadata can enrich the word stream with useful information such as the audio scene, speaker identity, punctuation, sentence units and topics, etc. For example, sentence boundaries are essential for user readability, and downstream speech and language processing tasks. In the paper BA Bidirectional LSTM Approach with Word Embeddings for Sentence Boundary Detection^(https://doi.org/10.1007/s11265-017-1289-8), Xu et al. proposed a few supervised and unsupervised word embeddings, which can be learned from deep neutral networks, for sentence boundary detection. Superior performances are reported in the experiments. Compared with the state-of-the-art DNN-CRF approach, the proposed approach reduces 24.8% and 9.8% NIST SU error relatively in reference and recognition transcripts, respectively.
Tonal information is essential for Mandarin Chinese. Lexical tones play a critical role in distinguishing ambiguous words and syllables. In BImproving Mandarin Tone Recognition Based on DNN by Combining Acoustic and Articulatory Features Using Extended Recognition Networks^(https://doi.org/10.1007/ s11265-018-1334-2), Lin et al. investigated the effectiveness of articulatory information for Mandarin tone modeling and recognition in a DNN-HMM framework. Besides using articulatory features, they also proposed to use phone-dependent tone modeling and a tone-based extended recognition network (ERN). Experiments showed that tone recognition accuracy could be boosted by incorporating articulatory information and ERN achieves the lowest tone recognition error.
Summary
This special issue contains 10 papers selected and extended from the 10th International Symposium on Chinese Spoken Language Processing (ISCSLP2016), covering a wide range of studies on applying deep learning approaches to speech processing. We hope that the readers will find these papers interesting and informative. We would like to thank all the authors for their contributions. We wish to offer our sincere thanks to the Editor-in-Chief and the editorial staffs for their valuable support throughout the preparation and publication of this special issue. We also thank to the reviewers for their help in reviewing the papers. Tan Lee received his BSc and MPhil degrees in Electronics, and P h D d e g r ee in El e c t r o n i c Engineering, all from the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), in 1988 (CUHK), in , 1990 (CUHK), in and 1996 respectively. He is currently an Associate Professor in the D e p a r t m e n t o f E l e c t r o n i c Engineering at CUHK, and the Director of the DSP and Speech Technology Laboratory. Tan Lee has been working on speech and language related research since early 90s. His research covered automatic speech recognition, text-to-speech, speaker recognition, speech enhancement, speech modeling and their applications. In recent years, Tan Lee has been collaborating with researchers with diverse background, including speech and hearing professionals, psychologists, linguistics, to apply advanced signal processing methods in dealing with both typical and atypical problems in human-human and human-machine communication. Tan 
